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 A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NEW TAXATION OF RETIREMENT 
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Abstract 
From 1 March 2016, new legislation regarding the taxation of contributions towards 
retirement funds has been implemented with the objectives of harmonising tax 
deductions and strengthening retirement savings, while maintaining the current 
savings rate. The aim of this study is to establish if these objectives have been met by 
conducting a critical analysis of the impact of the new regime on disposable income 
and tax incentive. The result of the study indicates that objectives have been achieved 
in the new tax regime; however, the new provision is ambiguous and requires clarity, 
as it affects calculations based on taxable income. Though retirement fund members 
can maintain or increase their contributions, the incentive to save more may only be 
in theory, as the reduction in tax payable does not outweigh the reduction in disposable 
income.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Differentiating between retirement funds for a tax deduction on contributions has finally 
come to an end with the introduction of one method and one tax deduction for all 
contributions to South African retirement funds. Mixed feelings have surfaced when 
retirement reform was introduced, leaving the retirement fund member uncertain about 
the implications of the new tax deduction for contributions (National Treasury, 2012e). 
The retirement funding system in the private sector in South Africa is sophisticated 
and can enable a member to save sufficiently for retirement. Unfortunately statistics 
show that the average retirement fund member replaces only 29.6% to 43.4% of 
his/her income at retirement (Lamprecht, 2015; Alexander Forbes, 2015). The factors 
preventing a member from being financially independent at retirement include 
inadequate lifetime contributions, low levels of preservation and portability, 
administration costs and fees, selecting the wrong investment strategy and commuting 
a sizable lump sum at retirement (National Treasury, 2012a). 
Taking into account lifestyle costs, inflation and rising medical costs, recent studies 
indicate that a member should target 80% to 100% of his/her preretirement income at 
retirement (Alexander Forbes, 2015; Sanlam, 2015). In order to achieve the objective 
a member should contribute at least 17% of gross income from the age of 20 
(Alexander Forbes, 2015). Should a member start contributing at a later age or if a 
member has not preserved his/her retirement savings at resignation, the contribution 
rate should be augmented accordingly. Should a member’s retirement fund 
contribution be calculated on pensionable salary, which is often substantially lower 
than the member’s gross income, the contribution rate has to be adjusted again or the 
retirement income will be further away from the target income.  
Advising a member on the correct or ideal contributions rate per fund and per 
contributor is not an easy task. Considering how much a client needs to contribute in 
total to achieve the 90% retirement income objective, which retirement fund offers 
what tax deduction, depending on the contributor and what income is considered for 
each tax deduction is a challenging task. Historically there were different percentages 
for the member and employer that were allowed as a deduction depending on the fund 
and type of income. Treasury acknowledged the inequality and obstacles with the 
different tax deductions and the need to strengthen retirement savings. 
The current retirement savings in South Africa are not nearly enough to facilitate 
financial independence at retirement. Only 50% of the working class contributes to a 
retirement fund (National Treasury, 2012a). In terms of the latest studies (Sanlam, 
2015), only half of retirees can maintain the same standard of living after retirement. 
A total of 54.8% of the retirees experience a shortfall between their monthly retirement 
income and their monthly living expenses.  
National treasury makes use of tax incentives to subsidise and encourage retirement 
savings. Seventeen million was allocated to tax relief on contributions to retirement 
funds in 2009 alone (National Treasury, 2012a): “A tax incentive is a cost to the fiscal 
in the form of revenue forgone it is critical that a tax incentive is designed to be as 
effective as possible” (National Treasury, 2012c). Given that 37% of taxpayers were 
in the 45-65 age bracket in 2011 during the discussion period and introduction of the 
retirement reform (National Treasury, 2012b), and 56% of the contractual savings flow 
of the formal sector were retirement savings, this has accentuated the sensitivity to 
tax changes (National Treasury, 2012c). Treasury introduced a new harmonised and 
more effective tax deduction that is equitable and measurable. It should maintain and 
strengthen retirement savings, ease the administration and understanding thereof, 
and limit abuse of the system. At face value is seems that the new tax changes 
address treasury’s objectives, but this is only in theory and not necessarily beneficial 
to the member in practice. The aim of this study is to establish if the abovementioned 
objectives have been met by conducting a critical analysis of the impact of the new 
regime on the member’s disposable income and tax incentive. The next section 
includes the old regime and identifies the barriers and abuse of the system. This is 
followed by a discussion of the new regime and the impact thereof illustrated by 
examples of different scenarios.  
Unless otherwise indicated, the illustrations used to demonstrate the implications of 
each scenario are based on the following assumptions: 
1. Employer contribution rate of 10% of retirement funding income where the 
employer has signed an agreement with a pension or provident fund (hereafter 
referred to as a participating employer). An employer can deduct a maximum of 
10% (up to 20% in practice) of approved remuneration under the old regime. 
2. Employee contribution rate of 7.5% of retirement funding income for a pension 
fund, which is the maximum deduction allowed under the old regime. 
3. Member contribution rate of 15% of non-retirement funding income after certain 
deduction, for a retirement annuity fund, which is the maximum deduction 
allowed under the old regime.  
4. Average retirement funding income of R213 000. The amount is taken from the 
Alexander Forbes member watch survey (Alexander Forbes, 2015). 
5. Average remuneration of R304 285. The amount is calculated as the average 
retirement funding salary of R213 000 adjusted by 30% to make provision for 
additional remuneration that does not form part of the retirement funding income 
(National Treasury, 2015) included above. 
6. Pay as your earn employee’s tax is calculated using the 2016/2017 income tax 
tables for both the old and new regime. 
7. The tax rebates are disregarded in all calculations, as they will not influence the 
outcome of the calculations conducted in the study. 
8. All numbers are rounded to the nearest rand. 
9. All references to a retirement fund are to a South African-approved fund as 
defined by the Pension Fund Act 24 of 1956. 
 
2.  BACKGROUND 
The private sector offers three different retirement funds, namely: pension fund, 
provident fund and retirement annuity fund. All three funds can be differentiated 
between the tax deductibility of contributions to the respective funds. A pension and 
provident fund are both occupational retirement funds, representing an employee-
employer relationship, where the employee automatically becomes a member upon 
employment by a participating employer. The main difference between a pension and 
provident fund is the tax deductibility of contributions and the lump sum value available 
at retirement. A retirement annuity fund does not require an employer-employee 
relationship and a member is a) someone who is self-employed or b) an employee 
whose employer is not a participating employer or c) an employee who is 
supplementing the pension or provident fund savings with a retirement annuity fund.  
Prior to 1 March 2016, the tax deductibility of the contributions of each retirement fund 
was treated differently, depending on the contributor, the type of fund, the percentage 
deduction allowed and on the type of income. 
3.  OLD REGIME AND THE CORRESPONDING BARRIERS 
3.1  Contributions by the employer and the abuse thereof  
The tax deductibility of contributions by the employer to a pension and provident fund 
is the same as that relating to contributions to a retirement annuity fund. Contributions 
by the employer to a pension and provident fund is deductible in the hands of the 
employer as a business expense equal to a maximum of between 10% and 20% of 
the employee’s approved remuneration (the remuneration the Commissioner 
considers to be fair and reasonable in relation to the employee’s services, taking into 
account any fringe benefits that the employee may receive). The percentage factor is 
a cumulative percentage, including contributions to all occupational retirement funds 
and benefit funds. The contributions by the employer to a pension and provident fund 
are not included or deductible in the employee’s taxable income.  
Contributions by the employer to a retirement annuity fund on behalf of the employee 
is deductible in the hands of the employer with no limitation. The employer contribution 
is deemed as a taxable fringe benefit in the hands of the employee to the value of the 
contribution and deemed as a contribution by the employee. The fringe benefit will 
increase the employee’s taxable income, allowing a corresponding tax deduction of 
the employer and employee contribution within the percentage limit in the hands of the 
employee. 
The different tax treatment of the employer contributions to the different retirement 
funds is a clear injustice, as illustrated by Example 1 and Table 1: 
EXAMPLE 1: Employer contributions to different funds 
Assume two scenarios:  
a) A participating employer contributes the maximum of 20% of the employee’s 
approved remuneration (R304 285) to a pension fund. The total contribution of 
R60 857 is deductible in the hands of the employer.  
b) An employer who is not a participating employer contributes the same amount of 
R60 857 to a retirement annuity fund on behalf of the employee. The employer’s 
contribution is deemed a fringe benefit and is included as taxable income in the hands 
of the employee. The employee will qualify for a total tax deduction of only R45 643 
for contributions to the fund. 
In both scenarios, the employee’s cost to company will be R304 285 where the same 
amount of R60 857 is contributed by the employer to a retirement fund. However in 
scenario (a), the employee’s taxable income is R227 454 and the employer 
contributions of R60 857 is deductible in the hands of the employer compared to 
scenario (b), where employer contributions of R60 857 increased the employee’s 
taxable income to R304 285 and the contribution is deductible in the hands of the 
employee limited to the percentage cap available for a retirement annuity fund 
member. See Table 1 for the calculation of the taxable income of the employee in 
each scenario. The lack of equality is further distorted by the additional tax deduction 
available for the employee in scenario (a) in terms of the employee’s own 
contributions to a pension fund, compared to the employee in scenario (b), who has 
exhausted the maximum tax deduction available for a retirement annuity fund. 
Although this example illustrates the worst case of inequality, considering the 
maximum tax deductible contribution by the employer, it indicates a viable option. 
Table 1 illustrates the different taxable income of the employee in each scenario, 
emphasising the inequity between fund members with regard to the employer 
contribution and the employer’s ability to structure a cost to company package to 
maximise the tax benefit. Note that the employer contribution for the employee in 
scenario (a) is excluded from the calculations in Table 1: 
TABLE 1: Calculation of taxable income for scenario (a) and (b) in Example 1 
Income tax calculation Scenario (a) Scenario (b) 
Gross income R243 429 R304 286 
Less pension fund contributions  R15 750 - 
Less retirement annuity fund contributions  
 
R45 643 
Taxable income R227 454 R258 643 
Source: Authors’ calculations 
Tax-exempt employers had an opportunity to abuse the system by contributing any 
percentage of the employee’s income to a pension and provident fund, enabling the 
employer to structure a cost to company package to get the maximum tax benefit, 
where the employer’s contribution has no tax implications for the employer or 
employee. Treasury identified that the old regime was open to abuse (National 
Treasury, 2012c): 
 “A tax incentive is a cost to the fiscus in the form of revenue (tax) forgone. It is 
therefore important that certain taxpayer not benefit excessively from the regime at the 
cost of general South Africans” (National Treasury, 2012c). 
3.2  Contributions by the employee 
Any contributions to a pension, provident and retirement annuity fund by the member 
is tax-deductible at some point, whether it is during the year of assessment or upon 
receipt of a retirement fund lump sum benefit, retirement fund lump sum withdrawal 
benefit or severance benefit (hereafter referred to as a taxable lump sum) or 
compulsory annuity income. The order of deduction is always on a first-come-first-
served basis (National Treasury, 2012d). 
3.2.1  Tax deduction in the year of assessment 
A member of a provident fund cannot deduct any of the member’s own contributions 
to the fund in the year of assessment. A member of a pension fund can deduct the 
greater of two amounts and a member of a retirement annuity fund can deduct the 
greatest of three amounts for contributions to such funds in the year of assessment. A 
member of a pension fund can deduct his/her own contributions to the fund equal to a 
maximum of 7.5% of the individual’s retirement funding employment income or R1 
750, whichever is the greater (Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 (hereafter referred to as 
ITA) section 11(k)) before 1 March 2016). Retirement funding employment income is 
employment income that is considered to determine the employee’s contribution to a 
pension or provident fund and often referred to as pensionable salary or basic salary. 
It can include the member’s entire salary or a portion thereof and possibly a bonus or 
other benefits. The contributions by the employee are payable from the retirement 
funding income that is included in taxable income. A member of a provident fund 
cannot deduct any of the member’s own contributions to the fund. A member of a 
retirement annuity fund can deduct the member’s and employer’s contributions to the 
fund equal to a maximum of 15% of non-retirement funding income after certain 
deductions; or R3 500 less the member’s pension fund contribution that was allowed 
as a tax deduction; or R1 750, whichever is the greatest of the three (ITA section 
11(n)).  
Non-retirement funding income is the income of the member less any retirement 
funding income, taxable lump sums and deductions or losses admissible against such 
income, but before tax deductions in terms of soil erosion, donations to public benefit 
organisations and certain farming expenditure. Specifically included in the member’s 
income is income other than income from carrying on any trade (ITA section 
11(n)(i)(ff)). 
A pension fund member knows exactly how much he can contribute to the fund on a 
monthly basis to qualify for a full tax deduction; however, a retirement annuity fund 
member cannot make such obvious conclusion and an exact amount is often only 
calculated at the end of the year of assessment. There is a lack of equality between 
the different fund members, as illustrated by Example 2: 
EXAMPLE 2: Inequality between fund members 
Assume two scenarios, where the employee in both scenarios receives a total cost 
to company of R304 285. In scenario (a) the employee and participating employer 
contribute 7.5% and 10% respectively of R213 000 (retirement funding income) to a 
pension fund; and in scenario (b) the employer is not a participating employer. In 
scenario (a) the employer contributions are not included in the employee’s gross 
income, compared to scenario (b) where the entire cost to company is included in the 
employee’s gross income. In scenario (a), the employee will be entitled to a tax 
deduction of 7.5% of retirement funding income for the employee’s own contributions 
to a pension fund and an additional 15% of non-retirement funding income for the 
employee’s own contributions to a retirement annuity fund. In scenario (b), the 
employee will be entitled to a tax deduction of only 15% of non-retirement funding 
income for the employee’s own contributions to a retirement annuity fund. See Table 
2 for the calculation of the taxable income of the employer in each scenario. Although 
the employee in both scenarios has the same cost to company, the total tax 
deductible contributions to a retirement fund is higher for the employee in scenario 
(a) with R47 773 compared to R45 643 for the employee in scenario (b). The lack of 
equality is further exacerbated by a smaller taxable income for the employee in 
scenario (a), and if the payroll system of the employer in scenario (b) cannot or does 
not take into consideration the retirement annuity fund contributions of the employer, 
there will also be a substantial difference in the monthly disposable income. 
Table 2 illustrates the different taxable income of the employee in each scenario, 
emphasising the inequity between fund members, where the employee in scenario 
(a) benefits from a lower taxable income and a higher total contribution to the different 
retirement funds.  Note that the employer contribution for the employee in scenario 
(a) is excluded from the calculations in Table 2: 
TABLE 2: Calculation of taxable income for scenario (a) and (b) in Example 2 
Income tax calculation Scenario (a) Scenario (b) 
Gross income R282 986 R304 286 
Less pension fund contributions  R15 750 - 
Less retirement annuity fund contributions  R10 498 R45 643 
Taxable income R256 513 R258 643 
Source: Authors calculations 
 
Changing the contribution rate and income of the employee in Example 2 may 
escalate or lessen the inequality. The difference in disposable income will be in terms 
of the deduction considered when PAYE is calculated. An employee will receive a 
monthly salary after PAYE is deducted. The PAYE is calculated considering the tax 
deduction available to the employee. If the employer in the second scenario payroll 
system does not facilitate the acknowledgement of the retirement annuity contribution 
(ITA Fourth Schedule paragraph 2(4)(b)) the disposable income will be different. 
Although the difference in the disposable income will be paid to the employee as a 
tax refund after the tax assessment, it may create a monthly cash flow problem. 
The contribution cap of each fund forces a member to consider more than one fund to 
maximise the available tax deduction, as illustrated by Example 3: 
EXAMPLE 3: Multiple products for the maximum tax benefit 
An employee with a cost to company of R304 286, of which only 70% is retirement 
funding income, can contribute a maximum of R15 975 towards a pension fund to 
qualify for a full tax deduction. If the employer is contributing 10% of retirement 
funding income, the total contributions rate of the total cost to company income is 
11.4%, which is less than the required 17%. An additional contribution deduction of 
R10 494 is available, but to a retirement annuity fund member.  
3.2.2 Contributions that did not rank for a tax deduction in the year of 
assessment 
Contributions to a pension fund, provident fund and retirement annuity fund that did 
not rank for a tax deduction (hereafter referred to a non-deductible contributions) may 
qualify for a tax exemption if the member has retired from a pension fund, pension 
preservation fund or retirement annuity fund.  Treasury created a tax benefit for 
members who have not deducted all their contributions before or at retirement to 
receive the tax benefit in the form of an exemption effective from 1 March 2014. Non-
deductible contributions can be exempt when the member receives compulsory 
annuities (ITA section 10C) in consequence of the member’s present or past 
membership. All the non-deductible contributions are pooled together irrespective of 
the retirement fund to which the contributions were made and exempt from the 
aggregate of all compulsory annuities irrespective of the fund from which the 
compulsory annuity originated (National Treasury, 2012d). A member may qualify for 
a tax deduction and a tax exemption on contributions to a retirement fund in the same 
year of assessment if the member retired from one fund and remained a member of 
another fund. This is the only tax incentive for a provident fund member during the 
active years of membership. Receiving compulsory annuities and contributing to a 
retirement annuity fund where the contribution is not fully deductible in the year of 
assessment creates a conundrum. The tax deduction for contributions to a retirement 
annuity fund is calculated on income after exemptions were deducted (taxable 
income). Determining the exemption after the tax deduction (section 11(n)), will reduce 
taxable income that was used to calculate the tax deduction in the first place. 
Contributions to a pension or provident fund that did not rank for a deduction in the 
year of assessment cannot be carried forward to the next year of assessment. 
However, non-deductible contributions in the year of assessment to a retirement 
annuity fund or such contribution that was not exempt as a compulsory annuity can be 
carried forward to the next succeeding year of assessment. Non-deductible 
contributions are deductible against any taxable lump sum at resignation, 
retrenchment or retirement (ITA Second Schedule paragraph 5(1)(a) and 6(1)(b)(i)). 
An oversight by the legislator is the disregarding of any exemptions in terms of section 
10C when calculating the taxable lump sum for a pension fund and provident fund 
member. Non-deductible contributions to a pension fund and a provident fund are 
deducted against a taxable lump sum at such point; however, no reference is made to 
the exemptions already received.  The oversight is circumvented for retirement fund 
members by considering the exempt portion in the amount that is carried forward to 
the next year of assessment. 
3.3 Substantial contributions to avoid estate duty 
The focus of the study thus far has been on the maximum tax deduction based on the 
contributions to a retirement fund; however, contributing more than the allowable tax 
deduction also has its benefits. Since 2009, retirement fund lump sum benefits are 
exempt from estate duty to alleviate the financial constraints on a family after the death 
of the member. Beneficiaries are entitled to take the full fund value as a lump sum and 
membership is no longer subject to a compulsory retirement at age 70. These 
legislative changes together with the incentive that all contributions to a retirement 
annuity fund are tax deductible at some point, and retirement funds are taxed at 0% 
and protected from creditors, created a practice where substantial contributions were 
made to a retirement annuity fund. Holistically this seems like an effective estate 
planning and investment tool that encourages a person with extra cash available or 
who is terminally ill to make large contributions to a retirement annuity fund as a 
savings and tax avoidance vehicle.  
The old regime contained many limitations, promoted inequalities between fund 
members and income earners and required a broad understanding of a complex 
system. National treasury identified the barriers of the old regime and introduced a 
new regime.  
4. NEW REGIME 
National treasury harmonised the taxation of contribution for all three funds, hoping to 
increase retirement savings and eliminate the barriers of the old regime. The 
objectives of the new regime are to improve vertical and horizontal equity, improve 
transparency and simplify the tax deductibility of contributions, firstly between high and 
low income taxpayers and secondly by introducing one tax deduction for all funds. 
Plus they simultaneously strengthen retirement savings. The new regime will be 
discussed by considering the effect thereof on employer contributions, employee 
contributions and the different income bases, and lastly the effect of non-deductible 
contributions. 
4.1 Taxable employer contributions 
From 1 March 2016, all employer contributions to a retirement fund for the benefit of 
the member are tax deductible in the hands of the employer and will be taxed as a 
fringe benefit in the hands of the member (ITA Seventh Schedule paragraph 2(l)). 
Occupational retirement funds make provision for a defined contribution and a defined 
benefit fund. A defined contribution fund provides a retirement fund value accumulated 
from the net contribution value of the employer and employee to the fund. A defined 
benefit fund provides a retirement fund value determined in terms of the rules of a fund 
and not as a representation of the contributions made to the fund.  If the employer 
contributes to a defined contribution fund, the cash equivalent of the contribution for 
the benefit of the employee will be included as a taxable fringe benefit (ITA Seventh 
Schedule paragraph 12D(2)). A defined benefit fund provides a retirement fund value 
calculated according to a formula determined by the fund considering the employee’s 
income and years of service. If the employer contributes to a defined benefit fund, the 
value of the fringe benefit will be calculated by way of a special formula (ITA Seventh 
Schedule paragraph 12D(3)): X = (A x B) – C in which formula: 
X represents the fringe benefit; 
A represents the fund member category factor; 
B represents the amount of the retirement funding income of the member; 
C represents the total amount contributed by the member to the fund in terms of the 
rules of the fund. 
The formula prevents unfair taxation of the employer’s contributions where the 
increased contributions are not associated with an increased fund value (National 
Treasury, 2014). For purposes of this study, the focus of all the calculations and 
examples will be on a defined contribution fund in order to determine the impact of the 
tax changes without it being influenced by the fund rules and formula factors applicable 
to a defined benefit fund. It is recommended that the complexity of the defined benefit 
contribution formula and the financial outcome with regard to the retirement savings 
and disposable income of the member be further researched. It does not form part of 
this study. 
Including the employer’s contributions as a fringe benefit limits the tax saving to the 
total amount available as a deduction in the hands of the employee. The contributions 
that are deemed as a fringe benefit are specifically included as remuneration, deemed 
to be contributed by the member and taken into account for purposes of calculating 
the tax deduction available to the member.  
The inclusion as a fringe benefit and the corresponding limited tax deduction have 
limited the abuse of an employer who makes excessive contributions in an attempt to 
avoid or delay tax. There is no need to differentiate between the different contributors 
in the new tax regime, which might introduce one contributor to ease the administration 
load. Treasury has met its objective of improving data collection and transparency by 
including employer contributions as a taxable fringe benefit. 
4.2 One deduction equal to 27.5% of remuneration or taxable income. 
From 1 March 2016 an annual percentage limit will apply to all the retirement funds, 
aggregating them together. A member of a pension fund, provident fund and 
retirement annuity fund can deduct the member and employer’s contributions to the 
respective funds equal to a maximum amount of 27.5% of the member’s remuneration 
or taxable income (hereafter referred to as the income base), excluding any taxable 
lump sum (ITA amended section 11(k), hereafter referred to as the contribution 
deduction). The new contribution deduction is simplified and treasury has met its 
objective of easing the complexity of the old regime and improving horizontal equity 
by treating all retirement funds the same and by introducing one deduction. 
Unfortunately, the ambiguity of the new section raises questions with regard to the 
following factors: 
 the inclusion/exclusion of income other than income from carrying on a trade; and  
 calculating the contribution deduction from, the income base, taxable income 
before or after: 
o deducting the tax deductible donations to a public benefits organisation (ITA 
section 18A, hereafter referred to the donation deduction); 
o adding the taxable capital gain (ITA section 26A); 
o consideration of an assessed loss brought forward (ITA section 20).  
The application of the above factors will impact the member under the new regime, as 
it will either increase or decrease the contribution deduction for a member.  
A noteworthy remark is the removal of the R1 750 minimum deduction and the R1 800 
arrear contributions deduction for pension fund and retirement annuity fund members 
under the old regime, which in itself is futile under the new regime. A taxpayer who 
has taxable income above the threshold will be entitled to a much greater minimum 
deduction, and the increased percentage cap and income base ensure a higher 
deduction, which effectively incorporates the arrear deduction. 
4.2.1 Income from trade or otherwise 
Section 11(n) from the old regime is deleted and section 11(k) is amended to include 
contributions to all funds. The definition of retirement funding income in section 1 of 
the ITA is deleted and the new definition of retirement funding income inserted in the 
seventh schedule is not applicable to the contribution deduction. Botha (2016; 2013) 
emphasises that the new section 11(k) does not make provision for income other than 
income from carrying on a trade (hereafter referred to as other income). The preamble 
of section 11 states: 
‘For the purpose of determining the taxable income derived by any person from 
carrying on any trade, there shall be allowed as deductions from the income of such 
person so derived –’ 
Under the old regime, other income was not applicable to a pension fund contribution 
deduction, but it was specifically included in terms of section 11(n)(i)(ff) to calculate a 
retirement annuity fund contribution. The contribution deduction under the new regime 
does not include a similar provision. Both the income base remuneration and taxable 
income include other income, which raises the question: was a similar provision 
deliberately excluded with the intention of excluding other income from remuneration 
and taxable income, or was it an oversight? A retirement annuity member who 
qualified for a tax deduction under the old regime may be prejudiced if the member 
receives other income, especially if it is the member’s only source of income. During 
the period of discussion under discussion, treasury referred to passive income, which 
is not income from carrying on a trade, but regarded as other income (National 
Treasury, 2012c). Treasury recommended that passive income should not be 
excluded from the income base to avoid discriminating between the different ways that 
people earn an income. Unfortunately the explanatory memorandum on the revised 
contribution incentives did not clarify the application thereof and no mention was made 
about passive income or the inclusion/exclusion of such a provision (National 
Treasury, 2013). Haupt (2016) and Koekemoer, Van Zyl, Wilcocks and De Swardt 
(2016) made no mention of income from carrying on a trade or otherwise in their 
discussion of the new regime. Clarity on this matter is required. 
4.2.2 Remuneration 
Remuneration is defined in paragraph 1 of the fourth schedule. The definition of 
remuneration includes annuities, payments for services rendered, compensation for 
restraint of trade, compensation for the loss of office, fund benefits, and commutation 
of amounts due for services. The definition also includes any benefits and advantages 
granted under an employment contract in terms of the seventh schedule; however, for 
the right of use of a motor vehicle, only 80% of the benefit is included, provided 80% 
of the use of the vehicle is used for business purposes. Remuneration further includes 
certain portions of travel allowances, subsistence allowances and allowances for 
holding a public office, any gain in terms of a broad-based employee share plan or at 
the vesting of equity instruments and any amount deducted from the minimum 
individual reserve. Remuneration specifically excludes any amount in respect of 
services rendered by a person who carries on a trade independently within the 
description of such paragraph and any old age, disability and children grants. The 
definition of remuneration is comprehensive and extensive and each member’s 
remuneration should be determined to calculate the maximum contribution deduction, 
as not all amounts/allowances within the definition of remuneration constitute taxable 
income. National treasury (2012c) recommended that when the percentage limit is 
calculated on the income base remuneration, the amount will constitute remuneration 
without any adjustments to the actual taxable income upon assessment, as illustrated 
by Example 4: 
EXAMPLE 4: Remuneration is not adjusted to actual taxable income 
An employee receives a travel allowance of R48 000 of which the taxable portion in 
terms of section 8(1)(b) of the ITA is R12 000 per annum. An amount of R38 400 
(80% of R48 000) constitutes remuneration, but only R12 000 is included as taxable 
income. 
Not only is the percentage limit increased under the new regime, but the income 
base is also increased, especially for a retirement fund member who earns no 
income other than remuneration. 
4.2.3 Taxable income 
Taxable income is defined in section 1 of the Income Tax Act. It is the aggregate of all 
amounts remaining after taking into account all exclusions and deductions against 
gross income. If taxable income is used as the income base, it should be determined 
before calculating the contribution deduction and excluding any taxable lump sums. 
Under the old regime, the tax deduction for retirement annuity fund contributions was 
calculated on taxable income before certain tax deductions were deducted, resulting 
in a higher retirement annuity contribution tax deduction. These tax deductions were 
any qualified public benefit donation tax deduction (section 18A, hereafter referred to 
as “donation deduction”), certain farming expenditure or soil erosion tax deduction. 
The new section 11(k) does not include a similar provision to that effect. The new 
section 11(k) was inserted in terms of the Taxation Laws Amendment (hereafter 
referred to as TLA) Act 31 of 2013 and then amended in terms of the TLA Act 43 of 
2014 to postpose the effective date by a year to 1 March 2016. In 2015, the first TLA 
Bill [B29 – 2015] introduced a phase-in period and section 11(k) as inserted by the 
TLA Act 2013 was amended to make provision for an amended section 11(k) and a 
new section 11(kA). However, these proposed amendments were deleted with the 
subsequent TLA Bill [B29B -2015], resulting in the 2013 and 2014 amendments 
standing. The relevance of the deleted proposed amendments of the TLA Bill 2015 is 
the reference to the donation deduction. These deleted proposed amendments 
calculated the contribution deduction from taxable income before the donation 
deduction is calculated and deducted, resulting in a higher contribution deduction. It 
seems as if it was the intention of the legislator to introduce a similar provision under 
the new regime as under the old regime. Koekemoer et al. (2016) calculate the 
contribution deduction before considering the donation deduction and state that the 
intention of the legislator should be followed. Haupt (2016) follows the text of the act 
and calculates the contribution deduction based on taxable income that was reduced 
by the donation deduction. Following Haupt’s interpretation allows a smaller 
contribution deduction and creates a conundrum with regard to the order of the 
calculation of the contribution deduction and the donation deduction, as illustrated by 
Example 5: 
EXAMPLE 5: Calculating taxable income before or after the donation deduction 
Assume a taxpayer’s taxable income before the donation deduction and contribution 
deduction is R350 000. The taxpayer donated R40 000 in the year of assessment to 
a qualified public benefit organisation and contributed R100 000 to a retirement fund. 
The following two steps illustrate the conundrum: 
Step 1: Calculating the contribution deduction: 27.5% of taxable income before the 
contribution deduction and after all other deductions have been considered. The 
contribution deduction will be 27.5% x R315 000 (R350 000 – 10% donation 
deduction) = R86 625.  
Step 2: Calculating the donation deduction: 10% of taxable income before the donation 
deduction and after all other deductions have been considered. The donation 
deduction will be 10% x R263 375 (R350 000 – contribution deduction) = R26 375. 
Step two indicates a smaller donation deduction as used in step one. Should the 
contribution deduction be recalculated, given that the donation deduction that was 
calculated at such time was overstated? 
Clarity on the matter is required and the impact and implementation must be reviewed. 
Although the TLA Bill [B29B -2015] created uncertainty about the application of the 
donation deduction when calculating the contribution deduction, the omission of a 
similar provision regarding the soil erosion and farming expense tax deduction when 
calculating taxable income as referred to under the old regime seems deliberate. It 
results in a smaller or possibly no contribution deduction for a farmer. 
Considering the standing contribution deduction provision and ignoring the deleted 
amendment in terms of the TLA Bill [B29B -2015] as interpreted by Haupt (2016) may 
impact a retirement annuity fund member under the new regime.  
National Treasury (2012c) acknowledged that included in the definition of taxable 
income is the taxable capital gain as well as any assessed loss brought forward. 
Treasury recommended that the taxable capital gain and any assessed loss brought 
forward should be excluded to avoid the calculation being distorted. No mention of the 
matter was made to clarify the interpretation in the explanatory memorandum (National 
Treasury, 2013). Botha (2016) argues that taxable capital gain is not income from 
trade and should be excluded from taxable income to determine the tax deduction. 
Both Haupt (2016) and Koekemoer et al. (2016) included taxable capital gain in the 
taxable income in their framework and examples. The uncertainty about the 
interpretation of the new provision is ironic. If you exclude other income, you exclude 
capital gain, whereas if you include other income, you include capital gain, which is 
not a scenario that treasury recommended (National Treasury, 2012c). This 
emphasises the need for treasury to clarify the uncertainty. 
4.2.4 Non-deductible contributions qualify for exemption 
The provision applying to the old regime stands, with the intention of including 
compulsory annuities from a provident fund and provident preservation fund, once the 
compulsory annuitisation of such funds is legislated. The impact of the changes on the 
new regime regarding the exemption provision is the inclusion of employers’ 
contributions when calculating the aggregate of non-deductible contributions. Given 
that compulsory annuities are not income from carrying on a trade, clarity regarding 
the inclusion of other income is once again emphasised, as it will influence the 
calculations. 
4.2.5 Non-deductible contributions carried forward 
The new section 11(k) allows contributions to all the retirement funds that did not rank 
for a tax deduction or exemption to be carried forward and be deemed current 
contributions during the next succeeding year of assessment. The new section also 
eliminates the possible double tax benefit by pension and provident fund members 
under the old regime where non-deductible contributions that were exempt as a 
compulsory annuity is now taken into consideration when calculating the taxable lump 
sum. 
4.3 The total employee deduction is limited to R350 000 
The employee tax contribution deduction is limited to R350 000. A member earning 
more than R1 272 727 remuneration or taxable income will be limited by the monetary 
cap should he/she wish to contribute an amount equal to the percentage cap.  
Treasury carefully considered the effect of a monetary cap and identified that 
taxpayers who earned more than R1 000 000 on average claimed a deduction of 
R57 968 (National Treasury, 2012c). Such a deduction will not include the employer 
contribution, and if we assume that the employer contributed 10% of retirement 
funding income and the employee 7.5%, the total deduction of R135 258 is still well 
below the limit and should not be to the detriment of the average taxpayer. A high 
income earner who identifies a retirement shortfall close to retirement and who would 
like to increase contributions to the maximum of the percentage cap may be affected 
by the monetary cap of R350 000. 
The monetary cap was set in 2012 at R350 000 and has not been adjusted since. A 
member earning remuneration or taxable income of R1 272 727 in 2012 would not be 
affected by the monetary cap; however, the same member whose income has been 
adjusted over the last four years will be affected, as illustrated by Example 6: 
EXAMPLE 6: The implications of an unadjusted monetary cap 
Assume a taxpayer earned an income of R1 272 727 in 2012. At the time the proposed 
monetary cap was published, the taxpayer would not have been affected by the 
monetary cap. However, for every year that the monetary cap is not adjusted, the tax 
deductible contribution rate will be adjusted downwards.  
Assume the taxpayer’s income is increased by the annual inflation, resulting in an 
average inflation adjustment of 5.54% over the last four years (www.statssa.gov.za). 
The taxpayer will earn an income of R1 579 078 in 2016, reducing the tax deductible 
contribution rate to 22.16% in 2016, compared to 27.5% when the new regime was 
introduced. 
Not adjusting the monetary cap annually is in itself a fiscal drag. Contributing more 
than the allowable contribution deduction had no impact on the member under the old 
regime. However, careful consideration is now required considering the estate duty 
implications as discussed in the next section. Treasury has met its objective of 
improving vertical equity between low and high income earners by limiting the tax 
benefit for high income earners.  
4.4 Substantial contributions by members 
The practice by wealthy or terminally ill taxpayers of making large contributions to 
avoid estate duty has come to an end. Any contributions to a retirement fund made on 
or after 1 March 2015, which did not rank as a tax deduction, were not exempt as a 
compulsory annuity or deducted from a taxable lump sum, and are deemed property 
in the estate of the member who dies on or after 1 January 2016 (Estate duty Act 45 
of 1955, section 3(2)(b)(bA)). Before 2009, where the estate dutiable retirement fund 
lump sum benefits accrued to a beneficiary, such beneficiary was liable for the duty 
levied on that benefit (Estate Duty Act, section 11(b)(iA)). Unfortunately, the new 
provision does not include a similar provision. The duty levied on the non-deductible 
contribution is payable by the executor. 
As in life it seems that there are two sides of the coin when it comes to retirement fund 
contributions – the increased tax incentives on the one side and the increased tax 
consequences on the other side. It would seem that national treasury wants to 
incentivise and benefit the general public, but not at a cost to the benefit of the wealthy. 
5. IMPACT OF THE LEGISLATIVE CHANGES 
This article has included the provisions of the old regime, introduced the provisions of 
the new regime and now aims to illustrate the impact thereof on a member under the 
new regime by examining each income base.  
The impact will be established by: 
 comparing the disposable income before and after the new legislative changes;  
 determining if national treasury has accomplished its objective of strengthening 
retirement savings if a member contributes less than the allowable contribution 
deduction; and  
 determining the implications of non-deductible contributions.  
The impact of the new regime on a member’s allowable contribution deduction is not 
an obvious assumption, as you are not comparing apples with apples. The increase in 
the percentage cap may seems generous, but it is the income base that will determine 
the outcome. Considering remuneration as the first option, the outcome should be 
easy to determine, as the income base has increased for a retirement fund member 
with no other taxable income than remuneration. The same observation is not possible 
for a retirement fund member with additional taxable income or only taxable income 
other than remuneration.  
5.1 Contribution deduction from remuneration 
The impact of the new regime on a member who receives no taxable income other 
than remuneration can be divided into three categories: where the member will 
experience no change in disposable income; where the member will receive a higher 
disposable income; or where the member will receive a smaller disposable income. 
An employee’s monthly salary is paid after certain deductions and pay as you earn 
(PAYE) employee’s tax are deducted. The PAYE employee’s tax that is withheld from 
the remuneration of the member is calculated on the balance of the remuneration after 
certain tax deductions, including the allowable contribution deduction (ITA Fourth 
Schedule, paragraph 2(4)(a) – (bA)). If the allowable contribution deduction varies 
under the new regime, it will correspondingly influence the PAYE and disposable 
income, resulting in a higher disposable income if the allowable contribution deduction 
is increased and vice versa. A member will experience no change in monthly 
disposable income or tax payable under the new regime: (a) for a pension fund 
member, if the member and employer’s contributions were both deductible under the 
old regime and the total contributions were less than R350 000; b) for a provident fund 
member, where the member’s employer made the entire contribution to the fund and 
such contribution was between the tax deductible 10%-20% of approved 
remuneration; and c) for a retirement annuity fund member, whose employer did not 
participate in a retirement fund, where the member’s taxable income consists of only 
remuneration and the entire annual contributions to the fund were deductible under 
the old regime. 
A retirement fund member who experiences no change in disposable income may be 
encouraged to increase the annual contribution for a bigger tax incentive, as the 
member’s income base has increased, as illustrated by Example 7: 
EXAMPLE 7: The new regime encourages increased contributions 
An employee’s cost to company is R304 286, of which 70% is retirement funding 
income. The employer and employee each contributed R21 300 and R15 975 
respectively to a pension fund under the old regime. The member can maintain the 
total contribution of R37 275 (contribution rate of 11.45%) under the new regime or 
increase it to R89 536 for a maximum contribution deduction at the 27.5% percentage 
cap. The benefit of the new regime would lie in the increased percentage cap and 
new income base. The benefit might only be in theory, although the tax rate is reduced 
from 18% to 14%, the contribution is increased by 140%, reducing the disposable 
income by 12%, which is a severe cash flow adjustment.  
A 4% reduction in the tax rate may entice an increase in contributions; however, a 
140% increase in contributions from R1 331 to R4 355 (excluding the fixed employer’s 
contribution) to achieve a 4% reduction in the tax rate (R1 132 less tax per month) may 
in practice not be achievable and is not a real-world incentive.  
 A more conservative increase in the contribution rate will illustrate the small link 
between an increase contribution rate and a tax benefit. Assume the employee in 
Example 7 decides to increase the contribution rate from 11.45% to 15% of the total 
remuneration, increasing the contribution deduction to R48 838. The 3.65% increase 
in contribution rate will reduce the monthly disposable income from R19 032 to 
R16 265. This is a 14% decrease in the disposable income to reduce the tax rate by 
0.92%. Similar to the pension fund member in the example above, a provident fund 
member and a retirement annuity fund member will be incentivised to increase their 
retirement fund contributions; however, both members will have to weigh up the tax 
benefit with the reduced disposable income. South Africa’s household debt was 77.6% 
of income in the last quarter of 2014, meaning that the majority of South Africans’ 
income goes towards servicing debt, which leaves very little for other expenses and 
saving (SARB, 2015). This means that the majority of the individuals who earn an 
income cannot afford to service their debt, let alone take advantage of higher rates of 
retirement savings. 
A member could receive a higher disposable income from the employer under the new 
regime: a) where the member of a pension fund has been contributing more than the 
percentage cap under the old regime; and b) where the member of a provident fund, 
apart from the employer contribution, has been contributing to a provident fund. A 
higher disposable income is due to a higher contribution deduction allowed, resulting 
in a reduced PAYE that is deducted from the member’s monthly income. A noteworthy 
finding is the small difference in disposable income should the member in Example 7 
contribute 8.5% of retirement funding income instead of the 7.5% percentage cap 
under the old regime. The difference in disposable income is a mere R50. Consider 
the same facts of Example 7, but assume it was a provident fund member: the 
employee contributions that were not deductible under the old regime are now 
deductible under the new regime. The member’s total income will remain the same; 
however, the taxable income (for the purposes of PAYE) will be less, as the member’s 
own contributions will be deductible, resulting in R346 more in disposable income a 
month. 
A member could receive a lower disposable income from the employer under the new 
regime: a) where a tax exempt employer contributed together with the member’s 
contribution rate more than 27.5% of remuneration; and b) where the employee and 
employer contributed more than R350 000 per annum under the old regime. A member 
of a pension fund who together with the employer contributed more than R350 000 
towards a pension fund under the old regime will receive a smaller disposable income 
as from 1 March 2016. The contribution deduction is limited to R350 000 and the 
member’s PAYE will increase accordingly, since the contribution deduction is now 
smaller. These non-deductible contributions may also increase the member’s estate 
duty should these contributions remain non-deductible at the time of the member’s 
death.  
Considering all the different scenarios, a member who receives only remuneration as 
taxable income (contributing within the percentage cap under the old regime) should 
not experience any change in disposable income and tax payable under the new tax 
regime. If other income, for example a voluntary or compulsory annuity (Botha, 2016), 
is excluded from remuneration, it will correspondingly reduce the contribution 
deductible. However, it will not impact the amount that was available for as deduction 
under the old regime and such contribution will be maintained under the new regime 
as a contribution deduction. Using remuneration as the income base to calculate the 
contribution deduction will maintain existing contributions and incentivise the member 
to increase retirement fund contributions. However, the percentage decrease in 
disposable income does not realise a corresponding percentage decrease in the tax 
rate.  
5.2 Contribution deduction calculated from taxable income 
Choosing between remuneration and taxable income will be necessary only when the 
member receives taxable income other than remuneration. Given the uncertainty 
about the intention of the legislator and the interpretation of the contribution deduction 
provision, the impact of the new regime is not clear when determining taxable income. 
The factors creating the uncertainty when calculating the contribution deduction, from 
taxable income as the income base, are: a) the application of other income; b) the 
application of the donation deduction; c) the application of the taxable capital gain; 
and c) the application of an assessed loss brought forward. The impact of the new 
regime will be discussed by first assuming none of these factors are applicable and 
then assuming they are and what the outcome is depending on the interpretation. 
The impact of the new regime is certain where these factors are not applicable. If 
none of the above factors apply to a retirement annuity fund member, the member 
will be able to maintain the contribution deduction from the old regime and be 
encouraged to increase the contributions to the 27.5% cap. Although the income base 
for such a member has remained the same, the benefit lies in the increased 
percentage cap. Unfortunately, this benefit does not extend to a farmer. A farmer who 
benefited from a contribution deduction under the old regime might not have the same 
deduction if the farmer qualifies for a farming expenses deduction and/or soil erosion 
tax deduction. Taxable income may be eliminated or reduced when calculating the 
contribution deduction, resulting in a smaller contribution deduction allowed under the 
new regime. The impact is not only a reduced contribution deduction but possible 
estate duty on the portion that is not deductible under the new regime.  
The impact of the new regime when the factors as mentioned above are applicable 
can either be to the benefit of the member or to the member’s detriment. The impact 
on the contribution deduction when the donation deduction is taken into account when 
determining the taxable income is illustrated by the following formula (provided the 
member receives only income from trade): 
(x – (10x/100)) * 27.5/100 = y where: 
X  represents taxable income (income carried on from trade) before the donation tax 
and retirement contribution tax deduction; 
Y  represents the retirement contribution tax deduction. 
The above formula illustrates that should a member make a tax-deductible donation, 
it will reduce the allowable contribution deduction to 24.75% of taxable income, as 
illustrated by Example 8: 
EXAMPLE 8: A tax deductible donation reduces taxable income 
An employee receives a salary of R304 285 and net rental income of R100 000. The 
employer is not participating in a retirement fund and the employee contributes 15% 
of the total income to a retirement annuity fund. The employee also donates 10% of 
taxable income on an annual basis towards a public benefit organisation in terms of 
section 30(1). Under the old regime, the employee would be entitled to a R60 643 
contribution deduction to a retirement annuity fund. Under the new regime the 
employee will be entitled to a contribution deduction of R100 060, which is 24.75% of 
taxable income before the donation tax deduction, which is higher than under the old 
regime. If the employee did not make an annual donation contribution or if the 
donation deduction is not considered in the calculation, the contribution deduction 
would be R111 178. 
Although the applicable of the donation deduction reduces the percentage cap of the 
contribution deduction, it is still higher than the percentage cap of a retirement annuity 
fund contribution under the old regime. Unfortunately the above example is applicable 
only if the member does not receive income other from carrying on a trade, or where 
such income is not excluded from taxable income.  
Following Botha’s interpretation that other income is excluded, Example 8 will be 
skewed, as the two deductions will not be calculated on the same taxable income. 
The contribution deduction is calculated on taxable income derived from carrying on 
any trade and the donation deduction is calculated from all income. Depending on 
the size of other income, the donation deduction might wipe out the contribution 
deduction.  
If other income is excluded from taxable income when calculating the contribution 
deduction, a retirement fund member may not be able to maintain a portion or the 
entire previous annual contribution deduction. If other income is included as taxable 
income when calculating the contribution deduction, the retirement fund member will 
be able to maintain and possibly increase the contribution deduction. 
If taxable capital gain is added to taxable income when calculating the contribution 
deduction, it will correspondingly increase the contribution deduction. However, if it is 
excluded, it will have no impact on the member, as it was not included under the old 
regime. Unfortunately, the application of an assessed loss will severely affect a 
member, as it will reduce or eliminate the contribution deduction, compared to a 
higher deduction if it is excluded from the calculation. Clarity on the application of the 
above factors is required to determine the actual impact on a member. 
5.3 Substantial contributions by the member 
The estate duty levied on the non-deductible contributions to a retirement fund may 
have detrimental implications for the member and the beneficiaries of the member’s 
estate. The inclusion of non-deductible contributions will increase the estate duty, 
affect the liquidity of the estate and reduce the residual heir’s inheritance.  
The impact can be divided into two scenarios: a) where a retirement fund benefit 
accrues to a beneficiary in the form of a lump sum; and b) where no retirement benefit 
accrues to a beneficiary (for example, a ceasing single life compulsory annuity) or it 
accrues to the beneficiary in the form of an annuity. 
Estate duty can be avoided if the beneficiary commutes a lump sum equal to all the 
contributions that did not rank for a deduction. This might be seen as a loophole and 
encourage a cash withdrawal from the fund value; however, this practice will be 
against treasury’s goal of encouraging preservation and annuitisation of retirement 
funds, as illustrated by Example 9: 
EXAMPLE 9: Taxable lump sum payable to beneficiary can avoid estate duty 
A member of a retirement fund contributed R1 000 000 after 1 March 2015 to a 
retirement fund that did not rank for a tax deduction. Upon the member’s death the 
trustees of the retirement annuity fund appointed beneficiaries who can either 
commute a lump sum, transfer to a compulsory annuity or do a combination thereof. 
Should the beneficiaries decide to take a lump sum of at least R1 000 000, the non-
deductible contributions of R1 000 000 will be deducted against the taxable lump sum 
and income tax and estate duty will be avoided. Should the beneficiaries decide to 
transfer the fund value to a compulsory annuity, the non-deductible contributions of 
R1 000 000 will be included as property for estate duty and result in an additional 
R200 000 estate duty payable (provided the net estate is higher than the estate duty 
rebate). The increased estate duty will result in more cash required and reduce the 
residual heir’s inheritance by such amount. 
Upon the death of the member, where no benefit accrues to a beneficiary or where it 
accrues to a beneficiary in the form of an annuity, the non-deductible contributions will 
increase the estate duty and affect the liquidity of the estate and simultaneously reduce 
the inheritance of a residual heir, as illustrated by Example 9 above. 
The duty levied on the non-deductible contributions cannot be recovered from the 
beneficiary by the executor. Careful consideration is required when a member decided 
to make substantial contributions exceeding the contribution deduction. 
6. CONCLUSION 
National treasury has met its objective of treating all funds the same and has 
successfully harmonised the taxation of contributions to different funds by introducing 
one tax deduction calculation, improving the transparency and understanding thereof. 
The contributions to all three funds are now a) deductible in the year of assessment, 
b) at the same percentage and as one deduction, c) calculated on the same income 
base, and d) carried forward if it did not rank for a tax deduction or exemption, while 
at the same time, limiting the wealthy from excessively benefiting from this deduction.  
National treasury has successfully addressed all of its objectives; however, it has 
encouraged increased contributions only on paper.   
The new regime has created uncertainty about the interpretation of the new provisions 
and the impact thereof on the member. It may have eliminated or substantially reduced 
a farmer’s contribution deduction. But most importantly, the new regime has failed to 
incentivise individuals who are at risk of not retiring financially independent. The tax 
incentive fails to justify the increased contribution and decreased disposable income. 
It seems that the tax incentive will benefit only the wealthy – individuals in the higher 
income brackets who may have surplus cash to increase contributions to retirement 
funds. For the low to average income earner the question remains: is the tax benefit 
worth the increase in contributions, which will result in a decrease in disposable 
income, and can South Africans afford the increase in contributions?  
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